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MEETING TITLE Saltford Academy Governance Committee Minutes 
 

DATE OF MEETING  21st May 2019 

MEMBERS PRESENT  Dawn Sage (DS) – Headteacher Megan Jackson (MJ) – Co Chair, 
Richard Rowland (RR) – Co Chair, Kathryn Hamlen (KH), Dan Carter 
(DC), Nathan Styles (NS), Ian Freemantle (IF), Richard May (RM), Sian 
Tucker (ST), Ben Whittle (BW), Emma King (EK) 
Tor Manuel (Clerk) 
 

MEMBERS NOT PRESENT ES 

DATE OF NEXT MEETING  9th July 2019 
 

 
Executive Summary: 

 Emma King welcomed to AGC as new Foundation Governor 

 Feedback given to AGC following recent Ofsted inspection 

 Governor morning scheduled for morning of Monday 17th June 

 Feedback given from Chairs forum informing AGC of changes to skills audit, responsibility 

now with AGC for recruitment of co-opted governors. 

  Action 

1. Welcome – apologies and quorum Chair 

 Co-chair welcomed everyone to the meeting  
Welcomed EK as new foundation governor 
Send clerk any pen portraits for website 
IF opened the meeting with a Christian message on Christian values – 
thankfulness. 
MJ joined meeting at 6.07pm 
ST joined 6.08pm 
 

 

2. Governance issues and declarations of interest 
Welcome new clerk 

Chair 
 

  Governor Training & Documentation 

 EK attended Distinctively Christian training.  She talked about the 
importance of a church schools distinct Christian ethos and how the 
SIAMS framework inspection outstanding is much more challenging 
to achieve.  This is compulsory training for all new foundation 
governors. 

Chair 
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 Diocese of Bath and Wells website very useful and informative it 
contains an audit, which can be useful ahead of next inspection. 
David Williams (Diocesan Schools Advisor) has offered to come in and 
work with DS and AGC. 

 SIAM inspections – we will check the due date for this. 

 It was discussed that for future agendas the question should be 
‘Who’s attended and completed training’ as this would take into 
account any online training. Use NGA online training for filling gaps 
on knowledge.  ST and MJ to complete skills audit. New skills audit 
more tailored to AGC 
ST attended Pupil Premium Training at BDS. Presentation shared 
ahead of meeting.  Was based on BDS catchment area which is very 
different from Saltford. Some schools carry PP over. Not generally 
done at Saltford. Surprised to hear that PP funding Apr – Apr as 
opposed to academic year. All funds received are used at KS4 
(Y10/11) although some money is kept for emergencies. If schools 
make academic progress should also support children socially with 
uniform and making special days available to PP. 
Parents must be on benefits for school to receive PP for their 
children. In order to receive benefits the level of income earned is 
low.  Big difference in levels. Brought home what level of support PP 
children need. Funded big social projects. Fund a project, anyone 
welcome but mainly set up for PP.  BDS justify how they use it by 
raising standard of teachers with the aim to have good teaching 
overall. BDS PP is 50%. In comparison Saltford are 17%. Saltford have 
bespoke plan for each child.  Report within curriculum papers gives a 
detailed break-down of this.  Most children at Saltford are meeting 
EXS, good standard, good role models at school.  DS spend more 
money per child on PP, educational visits, uniform, milk. Additional 
support gets funded also. Main thing is children don’t stand out, 
packed lunches in lunch boxes not paper.  School made gym bags for 
PE YR children. 
ST praised presentation found it really useful to attend. 

 Declarations of Business/Personal Interest - no updates 

 Policy updates linked to Sharepoint. AGC were informed that 
currently governors area of Sharepoint is not fully populated and all 
policy information is still accessible on GVO.  

 Governor monitoring and visits since last meeting none recorded 
other than inspection - BW recruitment day. IF link governor visit. 

 Link Governor reports 
1. Assessment 
2. Computing 
3. Humanities 
4. MFL 
5. PHSE 
6. Science 

Thanks to all attended.  Really good quality. No questions following meetings. 
Moving forward only couple of link governor reports per meeting.  Need to 
ensure all visits completed by end of academic year. It was questioned 
whether 2 governors are required to be link governor for Maths. Possibly one 
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per key stage?  Possibility link governor report will be looked at on next 
inspection. 
 
It was questioned how development areas (strengths) get tracked. 
DS evaluation of 19/20 development plans. Link governors report fed into 
this. 
SIP includes subject development plans. 

3. Ofsted Inspection debrief DS 

 
 

 
DS reported that the initial report had been received today. 
 
On Wednesday 15th May 2019 School was inspected by Wendy 
Marriott(WM). Most inspectors have trends. DS looked at previous 4 
inspections carried out by WM to pick up the sorts of areas she examined. 
 
Felt that inspection was done to the school and not in partnership however 
DS did learn a lot during the inspection. School was due a 2 day Section 5 
inspection yet was informed that due to desktop analysis the school would 
receive a 1 day Section 8 inspection. This meant no change to judgement. 
 
WM didn’t share any trails during the phone call and no timetable was 
requested.  School therefore worked hard to make sure the evidence was to 
hand. 
 
DS was very pleased with the report. DS felt it was good to be challenged. By 
listening to inspector she was able to outline the school’s next steps. WM 
proved to be a forensic and precise inspector who triangulated information. 
Very effective way of working.  DS learnt a lot from this. 
 
Feedback from Matthew Cottrell (MC), WMAT Director of Primary and also 
Ofsted Inspector was extremely supportive.  
 
A question was asked whether the school was given choice of two day 
inspection and whether anything could be done to make less stressful next 
time? No but best possible outcome was received on the day.  School was not 
outstanding but with outstanding possibilities. 
 
DS handed out report with reading time given to governors to digest report. 
Asking for couple tweaks as factual inaccuracies. 
Debrief governors received from HM was overwhelmingly positive. 
 
Outcome was best possible school could hope for. Will mean further Section 
5, 2 day inspection between 6 months – 2 years but think within a year.  
Most challenging cohort. Possible dip in results this year. Will have to take 
that into account. Could be inspected as early as November 2019.  
 
It was asked whether this will mean that school is outstanding? In report says 
that school improved so this is a possibility. 
School will be inspected under new framework so what was outstanding 
under old framework may not still be same – we need to examine the new 
framework very carefully. 
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Will need to rewrite SEF and SIP under new framework. To achieve 
outstanding is possible and school will definitely continue to work hard 
however need to be realistic as could only have 6 months to achieve this.  
 
School were unable to see questionnaire and only received feedback. 
Parent view was extremely positive with a small minority of negative 
responses. No current complaints dealing with.  All school can do is 
encourage parents to come forward and share their concerns and school to 
put systems in place to support next steps. 
 
DS only got disappointed for 64 responses. Would have hoped for more. 
 
It was discussed that questionnaire deadlines were very tight (this is always 
the case) and appears to have been problems with passwords and difficulty 
accessing questionnaire.  If this was the case then parents could have 
contacted the school to let us know and we could have flagged this with the 
inspector.  
 
MJ, RR and DS looking to reformat Parents Forum so will accelerate this now 
as only 2 parents came to parents forum with chairs. Would be good to get 
parents into school to share experiences – possible parent council. Possibly 
invite parents in for coffee and cake morning.  School is in socially advantaged 
area.  
 
Which WP could look at this?  Resources 
Need to make sure parents have every opportunity to voice their thoughts. 
DS will give information on feedback on Parent’s forum. Will look at last 
meeting minutes. School are not always able to accommodate everything 
that is requested by parents but will always do so where possible. 
 
Resources – Risk assessment for pool. 
Inspector very interested in support for pool and was happy with results.  
DS will revisit risk assessment alongside resources. 
Need to come up with guidelines for swimming helpers. 
Further training may benefit parent volunteers should safeguarding issue 
arise. At a glance poster to help and support.  Inspector was very pleased 
with all the arrangements but we appreciate the responsibility of having the 
pool.  Resources WP to look further. 
 
Under new framework anti-bullying under behaviour and attitudes.   
Curriculum WP looking at support for YR – 6 on anti- bullying resources 
during PHSE every half term.  School will produce further visuals on anti-
bullying to support the children.  
This will prove to be a good piece of work for committee. 
Have have a push in anti-bullying week but need to be tighter.  
AGC need to talk to children to gather information.  Pupil Questionnaire is 
first hand evidence. Not filtered down. Bullying is rare at school and DS has 
no current bullying issues but need a concerted effort to flush out as it does 
happen.  Under new framework need to be tighter. 
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Maths a continued area for development.  Focus on MAPs as well as HAPs. 
Looking at what could have been greater depth. Need to continue to develop 
SEND by making sure reading to access the maths is not a barrier. Looking for 
teacher modelling within classroom. Following comments from inspector 
handwriting needs to be examined further. It’s all about work in books, if 
been 2 day inspection areas of presentation will be looked at and noticed.  
Presentation and handwriting to be a further focus. 
 
DS feels lots of areas to continue to work on.   
 
Report remains confidential at this time. Letter will go to WMAT Trust Board 
then to AGC before being shared with wider community. 
 
AGC wanted to thank DS and school for all the hard work leading up to and 
during the inspection. 
DS thanked governors as was area of improvement and inspector felt that 
governance was outstanding. 
 
Report was collected in at the end of the discussion. 
 
DS handed out Ofsted framework 
Highlighted criteria for new framework.  Also taken off quick call and visit. 
Now offering 90 minute telephone conversation day prior to inspection. 
School this time had 15 minutes on phone and then had to upload 
information requested on to portal. 
This would limit how far from school you are as would want to be in local 
vicinity to take 90 minute call. Call usually made Monday – Wednesday.   
School Improvement plan will be built around this. Need to be Mindful for 
SEND and bespoke programmes.  Essential knowledge pupils are educated 
fully. 
 
Using new framework will look at headline figures. Up to school to prove 
through lessons, books and children and not data. Data still has importance 
but need for and based on broad and balanced curriculum. 
 
Foundation governors – revisit vision and values re character education. 
 
Online safety – Focus now on what adults need to do and not children. 
Need to make sure children mentally and physically healthy. 
 
Big push on reducing workload. Places onus not only on leaders but also 
teachers too. This will be picked up via staff questionnaire. 
Force for improvement is new mantra. 
 
It was questioned whether could look at new framework when planning 
Governor morning in June. Governor away day suggested in September. 
DS unable to support this before September due to capacity in term 6. 
 
Inspection took part in SATS week which was very challenging for the school.  
This meant leadership team couldn’t support Y6 staff and children.  This was 
fed back to inspector. 
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AGC agreed that this was challenging for the school and most importantly 
children as this is twice this has happened. 
 

4. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising       Chair 

  Action By Whom Meeting 
Date  

Due 
Date 

1 Human Flourishing training Thursday 
25th April 2019. ST To check if any 
AGC members attending. 
Not checked 

ST 26/03/19 
 

 

2 RR to action manual doodle poll re 
Governor Day date come back later 

RR 26/03/19 
 

 

3 Clerk to distribute AGC members with 
school email addresses and 
passwords to be used after Easter 
All now using 

clerk 26/03/19 
 

 

4 SEND children next steps to 
accelerate progress.  SENCO and DS 
will report back at next curriculum 
meeting  
Can pick this up at next meeting. 
Will look at context of what needed. 

DS/SENCO 26/03/19 
 

 

5 NGA funding campaign information 
carried forward to next AGC 
Info shared. Letter to parents follow 
on from campaign. Pick back up at 
resources and AGC 

DS 26/03/19 
 

 

6 RR to circulate Chairs Forum agenda 
ahead of meeting for AGC 
comments/input.  Apologies not 
occurred. Will circulate ahead of 
next meeting. 

RR 26/03/19 
 

 

7 Safer Recruitment training Clerk to 
check training record and report to 
BW on who had attended safer 
recruitment training.  done 

Clerk 26/03/19 
 

 

8 Clerk to email all Governors the new 
Skills Audit. DS to meet with MJ & RR 
to discuss – clerk to resend skills audit 
not yet received done 

Clerk 05/02/19  

 
Inaccuracy from previous meeting minutes: Noted Foundation Governor 
meeting fed back to AGC should read DC not IF. 
 
Minutes accepted and signed as true record of meeting. 
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5. Headteacher’s verbal report including KPIs & Safeguarding & SIP 
Review,Staffing/recruitment update                                

DS 

 
 

Verbal report given. 
Safeguarding no specific updates on this. DS to meet MJ. 
Updated SIP review. 
Staffing recruitment update under resources. 
 

 

6. Chair of Governors verbal report including Chairs’ Forum 
Governor morning 17th June  

Chair 

 
 

RR attended, and chaired, a well supported Chairs forum where all WMAT 
schools were represented.  RR was supported by Karen Dursely (Cheddar 
Grove) as vice chair. 
Was some confusion around agenda with Malcolm Broad led governor 
training followed Chris Trout led work on behalf of WMAT on governance and 
role of AGCs.  Schools within trust has increased and some changes were 
needed to reflect this.  Would not have a big impact on schools. The following 
points shared: 

 Previously WMAT would nominate Co-opted governors.  
Responsibility is now for AGCs to recruit. 

 Skills matrix now going to change. New one more focused on 
competency framework of governors 

 Continued improvements – guidance on help and questions for AGCs 
to carry out self-evaluation process.  

 Trust 20-25 – WMAT working on this with more information in the 
future. 

 
Any further questions let RR know. 
 
Governors morning 17th June – Taking into account school and DS calendar 
commitments very little availability would be difficult for a whole day. 
School has also been picked for moderation in Y6 on that day. 
Keen to keep day. Please let RR know if coming in. opportunity to come into 
school and talk to school and staff with school providing lunch.   
 
Governor morning away day – postpone to September to talk about Ofsted 
framework, look at Vision and Values, Strategy and Governors Self Evaluation. 
A discussion took place around location and whether governors would prefer 
weekend or during week, possibly extend evening meeting. DS, MJ and DS 
look at agenda and comeback to dates in mid-September. 
 

 

7.  Governor Self Evaluation  Chair 

 
 

On GVO. RR to look at for actions with update at next meeting. 
Look at next year. 
Please feedback with any comments or queries. 
 

 

8. Resources Working Party Feedback  BW 

 Report received ahead of meeting with the following points raised: 
School used to have a Savings and efficiency plan however most of items 
within plan now not generally applicable after joining WMAT.  Will continue 
in looking at and making efficiencies under diminishing budget. 
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Staffing news – Since meeting school carried out recruitment process and 
have made successful appointment following teacher resignation (HR).  
Fascinating and intense process involving application shortlisting and 
member of interview panel. CVs don’t always give full details on what is 
expected on candidate.  School had received 50+ applicants. Strong field of 
candidates. Not easy but was unanimous decision. Fine margins between 
candidates. 
During Ofsted inspection recruitment is an area that can be looked at - 
inspector chose this post finding very thorough procedures were undertaken. 
 
Parent and pupil questionnaire information fed back to DS.  Being put into 
google forms for parents to complete. 
 
Question was asked with teacher leaving is there anything school can do to 
support? 
Trust will conduct exit interviews however unsure if this fed back to schools. 
 
It was commented that teacher workload generally doesn’t help. Retention 
within profession is difficult.  School turnover of staff is very low. Not many 
teachers able to find suitable work/life balance.  Government looking into. 
Also WMAT looking at this including staff benefits. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Curriculum Working Party Feedback    KH 

  
Due to report shared late time may be needed to read. 
 
Few actions. 
Insight task take place at later date.  Will be given higher priority on agenda. 
Advise AGC to log in and have a play around and come with questions. 
Due to postponement final assessment data will be available by next AGC 
with the possibility SATs results may have been received.  If this is the case 
the workshop questions will reflect this. 
 
Positive feedback on Doodle maths proving to be a positive resource. 
Positive feedback from DS for behaviour process.  Inspector looked at 
behaviour, anti-bullying and inspector found processes work well. 
 
Following points were raised: 

 A question was asked whether parents are able to cap child’s time 
spent on Doodle Maths?  Advice is little and often. 10 minutes and 3 
times a week. 

 It was also raised that using Doodle Maths = No sheets of paper 
coming home in some year groups. Do like paper coming home as not 
want children on devices all the time. 

 How can knowledge on process be measured? On device can keep 
trying.  

 Concern is lack of engagement with children if they on device as 
opposed to using worksheets. 

Currently only Y3-4 using Doodle maths for homework.  Maths been an area 
for improvement at school. Using sheet is not bespoke to child’s ability, 
Doodle Maths is.  
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School can see how many access, log on etc.  Unlikely that children may not 
have access to a device with smart phones being so easily available.  Reducing 
paper used and time spent on photocopying.  
 
Very early days as needed to try something different but this is a trial. 
Need to look at feedback, benefits, questions from children and staff. 
Need to trial longer. May be that staff use a bit of both.   
 

10. Introduction to Insight Essentials and exploration of insight in the IT Suite  ES 

 Due to Ofsted de-brief this will take place at next meeting – 9th July 2019 
 

 

11. Any Other Business   

 None 
 

 

12. Date of next meeting  - 9th July 2019    

Meeting closed at: 8.02pm 

Action Record  
 

 Action By 
Whom 

Meeting 
Date  

Due 
Date 

1 DS to circulate key end of term dates to AGC DS 21 May 2019 ASAP 

2 Send clerk outstanding/updated pen portraits for 
website 

All 21 May 2019 ASAP 

3 Introduction to Insight Essentials and exploration of 
insight in the IT Suite to be c/fwd to next meeting  

ES 21 May 2019 9 July 
2019 

4     

5      

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     

 
 
 
Signed (Chair) : 
 
Date  : 
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